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About
Pipes is a collection of instruments derived from a variety of cardboard tubes, aluminum 
spray cans, dreamcatchers, and PVC pipes. Even if the pitch of most of the sources is  
not  stable,  almost  each  instrument  is  tuned  and  playable  with  the  keyboard.  Each 
instrument  features  from 3  to  5  Round  Robin  samples  and up to  3  velocity  layers  
(usually cross-faded). One of the main instruments is a sampled Wah Wah Tube (aka 
Vibratone):  bell-like  sound  with  a  very  long  release  and  a  dedicated  control  for 
overtones.  There are a couple of sound-designed patches derived from the original 
instruments along with Kontakt Multis ready to play.
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Specifications
● 17 Kontakt Instruments (.nki)
● 6  Kontakt Multis (.nkm)
● 3-5 Round Robin samples
● Up to 3 Velocity layers
● 139 Samples (44.1Khz / 24Bit)
● Size: 175 MB installed
● Formats: Kontakt and WAV
● Custom performance view
● Native Instruments Kontakt 3.5+ full retail versions is required

Installation
Once AudioThing_Pipes.rar  is downloaded, you need to unzip it using a software like 
WinRar or UnRarX. It is better to preserve the internal folder structure, however, it is 
possible to place instruments and samples to separate folders/harddisks but Kontakt will  
ask for the new path first time you run the instrument. Kontakt 3.5 is needed, Kontakt  
Player  will  run  a  demo  version  of  this  library  for  a  limited  time  (and  with  limited 
functions).

Instruments
Pipes_Can.nki
Aluminum can

Pipes_Cardboards_Kit.nki
Drumkit derived from cardboard tubes

Pipes_Cardbords.nki
Tuned cardboard tubes

Pipes_Corrugated_Blow.nki
Blown corrugated washing machine hose 

Pipes_Corrugated_FXs.nki
Corrugated washing machine hose hits/effects

Pipes_Corrugated_Spin.nki
Spun corrugated washing machine hose

Pipes_Dreamcatcher_Big.nki
Big dreamcatcher pipes
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Pipes_Dreamcatcher_Small.nki
Small dreamcatcher pipes

Pipes_PVC_Pipe_Hard.nki
Long PVC pipe hard hits

Pipes_PVC_Pipe_Soft.nki
Long PVC pipe soft hits

Pipes_PVC_Pipe_Kit.nki
Drumkit derived from long PVC pipe

Pipes_Spray_1,nki
Spray can hits

Pipes_Spray_2,nki
Spray can hits

Pipes_Spray_3,nki
Spray can hits

Pipes_Spray_Pad.nki
Sound-designed synth pad

Pipes_Vibetube.nki
Wah Wah Tube (aka Vibratone)

Pipes_Vibetube_FX.nki
Sound-designed Wah Wah Tube

GUI
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License
The license of this product is granted only to a single user for how many computers 
he/she has. All sounds and samples in this product are licensed, but not sold, to you by 
AudioThing for commercial and non-commercial use in music, sound-effect, audio/video 
post-production,  performance,  broadcast  or  similar  finished  content-creation  and 
production use. 
This license expressly forbids any unauthorized inclusion of content contained within  
this library, or any AudioThing library, into any other sample instrument or loop, samples 
or SFX library of any kind, without our express written consent.

Thank You
Thank you for buying this AudioThing library, we hope you will have as much fun as we 
had making this product.

For help or any question, feel free to mail us: info@audiothing.net
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